WHAT'S YOUR MAJOR?

NAME: Cherith

MAJOR: History

CLASSIFICATION: Sophomore

TELL THE STORY OF HOW YOU FOUND THIS MAJOR:
I chose to become a world history major because understanding our past has always been important to me. Identifying the steps that brought us here can help us create a better future! It's so important for developing critical thinking skills as well in ways that math and science can't (Think about it. Those fields have their own history's!). Knowing how little we are compared to time has always reassured me, oddly enough, and I find that comforting. The idea of being an educator or a museum conservator is what brings me here; I'd like to preserve our history in any way I can.

WHAT TIPS DO YOU HAVE FOR FIRST-YEAR STUDENTS:
Take a melatonin and please go to sleep. Go to the library in between classes and get short work done asap. Sync your class schedule with google calendar!! Have that widget on your home screen. But also you know your own needs best and you should listen to your gut. Never be afraid to reach out for help though :)
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